Hyundai gs 350

I bought this car used, based on high ratings I found online. It's not the car I imagined
purchasing I had a Honda Civic LX for a decade prior to this vehicle but I really fell for it after a
test drive. I've had it for almost a year now, and I'm still loving it. I would recommend this car to
anybody wanting a comfortable, fun vehicle that is roomy enough but with decent gas mileage
for driving to work and getting around town in style, at a great price. Below I will summarize the
pros and cons for this car. I bought a dealer model in I still have it, and plan to keep it until it
dies I have had no repairs, just routine maintenance. Love this car, and wish it would last
forever. I bought my XG when it was 10 years old and had quite a few miles on it. I'm the second
owner and it turns out that the original owner was an older woman who lived down the street
from me. She had all her maintenance, right up til the time she sold it, done at the dealership. I
had access to the records and she had all recommended service done. The condition of the car
reflected it. There is nothing about this car to suggest its age. I have never been so much in love
with the way a car has treated me. The ride is incredibly quiet and smooth. Plenty of power
under the hood for the times when you need to merge into highway traffic. Fire it up to 70, hit
the cruise and relax to your favorite music. Just don't get too comfortable. There are other cars
out there too. I love the styling. They stole, without shame, designs from classic luxury cars.
The grill and rear end of the car is pure Lincoln. Elegant and classy. Then in the interior they
decided that Mercedes had hit on a nice design. Yes the wood is plastic, but it looks great. It
seems everything about the interior is customizable to fit the individual perfectly. The only
complaint I have with the entire car is the air deflector installed at the front of the sunroof. It
functions perfectly so you don't get a wind tunnel blowing all around you when it's open on the
highway. The problem lies with the location of it. I know, picky,picky, picky!! I'm sure the design
concepts and components are reflected in the Geneses and the Equus. No reason to believe I
can't put another K on this car. Have put on 80, miles cross country driving - oil changes, gas
and new tires our only expense. I have been driving 45 years and owned many cars in all price
ranges. This is the best. The climate control does have a mind of its own sometimes but not a
major issue. I had never heard of this car or saw it before, but just knew it when I saw it, that it
was mine! It still looks brand new off the lot. But I am careful where I park it. Bring this car back
so when it does go, I can get another one! Not crazy about the Azera thats replaced it. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the XG View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Great car! Live
this car! Best bang for my buck! Simply the best! Love this car totally! Bring it back! Items per
page:. Write a review See all XGs for sale. Sponsored cars related to the XG Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very quick to respond and
very attentive, but I have decided not to purchase at this time. Wait was too long. Personnel had
no interpersonal skills, very blunt. Went to their lot and was very happy with the help they gave
our son finding a used car in his price range. Went there on a Saturday to check out a Honda
Civic. The owner and his son were kind and talked with me and my dad about the car for as long
as we needed. Painless to take it on a test drive. I now own the car and got it for a good deal.
This dealer is excellent went out of his way to make sure I was the vehicle reasonable dealer
rates an issues Carfax I highly recommend this dealer if you're looking for a nice used vehicle. I
was a little concerned about the small, boutique style dealership until I got there! What an
amazing place these brothers have created. The building is beautiful, with three bays for
repairs, a number of very nice cars on the lot, and personal attention from two brothers who
love what they do and are good at it! I got a great deal and excellent service. I enjoyed every
minute of working with this company, and I will go to them in the future for my next automobile
purchase. The pictures presented are not representative of the vehicle. Lots more damage that
are not visible in photos. There was considerable engine damage which wasn't mentioned in the
ad listing nor by the dealer, I had to bring it to his attention. Also, it's a grassy overgrown lot
that's super packed, which is kind of suspect for rodents and snakes. Bad should not. They said
no, come on. I got there the car is a total loss. I would rate this dealership as a Zero! Nice staff
just poor customer service. They were pleasant, helpful with info. I did not purchase the
pictures did not show the rust or the dents. I purchased this vehicle so far everything is good
just waiting to receive my title, car rudes good. I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me a
5 year newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east coast
auto. I wanna do my car buying with these people love the prices from other places I have talked
too very fair. And you thought Hyundai was just a good college-grad car. As Hyundai's
reputation and respectability grew, so did its cars and standard features. The midsize Hyundai
XG represented the Korean automaker's foray into luxury sedans, offering many of the same
features if not more available on the more highbrow Mercedes and BMWs of the world. It first
appeared on the scene as the XG, when it had a hp, 3. What made the XG stand out for
consumers was its ability to offer first-class creature comforts at economy-class prices,

coupled with Hyundai's innovative year, ,mile warranty. Comparable in size to the Maxima, the
XG came as either a base model or more luxurious L. For a lot less than its German
counterparts, the XG packed in leather seats, power front seats, a CD player, and front and rear
climate controls. Moving up to the L added a sunroof, heated seats, and memory settings. There
were few changes to the front-wheel-drive sedan over the years until its demise in , the most
significant of which was the addition of a CD changer. With plenty of legroom and actually more
headroom than its competition, the XG seated five passengers comfortably in two roomy rows,
with an average-sized trunk. Consumers were impressed with the XG's luxury trappings, but its
smooth performance and V6 power were equally surprising. By bringing a bit of upscale
comfort to the masses, Hyundai expanded its customer base, added more cachet to its name,
and started to give the bigger boys something to think about. In , the XG name was dropped and
the sedan was repackaged as the Hyundai Azera. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Hyundai dealers in Atlanta GA. Hyundai dealers in Chicago IL.
Hyundai dealers in Dallas TX. Hyundai dealers in Houston TX. Hyundai dealers in Los Angeles
CA. Hyundai dealers in Miami FL. Hyundai dealers in New York NY. Hyundai dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Hyundai dealers in Washington DC. Hyundai XG For Sale 2 listings. By
submitting your information, you agree to the sharing of your information between Hyundai
Motor America and its authorized dealers. Get Sale Price. Explore Financing. Body Style 4D
Sedan. Engine 6 Cyl - 3. Odometer is miles below market average! We utilize state-of-the-art
technology to constantly monitor pricing trends in order to offer our shoppers the best
competitive pricing and value. Our entire team is committed to helping you buy a car the way we
would want to buy a car! Features Options Specs Warranty. Recently Viewed Vehicles. Color:
:rv-extcolor: VIN: :rv-vin: Details. We turn our inventory daily, please check with the dealer to
confirm vehicle availability. Color: Stock : VIN:. Preferred Contact Phone Email. I understand I
do not have to consent as a condition of purchase or to receive any services. Carrier charges
may apply. Term: 12 months 24 months 36 months 48 months 60 months 72 months 84 months.
Monthly Payment:. Your Purchasing Power:. Your Friend's Information: Name:. Send me a copy.
I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about this vehicle. First Name:. Last Name:. Preferred
Contact: Phone Email. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur charges depending
on their wireless carrier. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. While great effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the
information on this site, errors do occur so please verify information with a customer service
rep. This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. We reserve the right
to change pricing at anytime. Only , Miles! It looks like the only vehicles matching your search
at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to get
notified when matching inventory is available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim
Base 1. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1. Engine Type Gas 1. Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive 3. Cylinders 6 cylinders 1. Exterior Color Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Showing 1 - 3
out of 3 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Best value for my money! Bought it brand new.
Hyundai was first to back up their vehicles with a 5 year , mile warranty and after owning one for
6 years and putting on over , trouble free miles on mine I would highly recommend this car to
anyone looking for value. Built very well and durable. Showed it to my neighbor and he bought
one! I like all the many features of this car. In fact, I would refer to it as a "Poor mans Mercedes"
to my friends! Always got compliments on the style and color. Dealership was always a pleasant
experience. How many others can say that! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. It takes determined
optimism to live and build vehicles within artillery range of Kim Jong Il's massed armies. That's
why Hyundai could see through the dark days of , when it sold only 90, cars in North America,
dealers were walking away from their franchises, and the company name was easy comic
shorthand for lousy quality. Hyundai lives next door to a murderous despot and still has a
sunny enough outlook to provide a year powertrain warranty. Hyundai launched the 3. Then it
bounced the engine displacement to 3. Big and expensive are relative, though, and the updated

XG that goes on sale about the time you read this comes in at The 3. A new face and a revised
tail are the obvious changes to the XG The new grille and projector-beam headlamps-and
moving the license-plate holder from the rear bumper to a recess in the new decklid-further the
XG's resemblance to DaimlerChrysler's Maybach so much that one has to wonder if it's merely
coincidental or, if not, who exactly is copying whom? Like the Maybach's, the XG's appearance
is more justly criticized for overall conservatism than for jarring details. The decklid now has
hydraulic pistons operating on its gooseneck hinges, and that's typical of the other detail
changes. Standard equipment inside both the XG and the upper-crusty XGL includes reading
lights in the C-pillars, a HomeLink garage-door opener, an electrochromic rearview mirror, and a
cargo net in the trunk. The slightly more subdued faux wood trim is now milled from faux trees
felled in a cheerier faux forest. The most significant functional improvements are an increase in
front disc brake diameter from Leather seating surfaces and the usual power accessories are
standard in both grades of XG. The plastic components are nicely textured, and assembly finish
is precise. In an era of in-dash CD changers and pocket-size song MP3 players, the optional
eight-disc changer in the trunk is throwback technology. No navigation system is offered, but
there are map pockets in each front door! The interior feels very Toyotalike-circa And was a
dang good year for Toyotas. The XG is a little more generous in front legroom than the Avalon,
but nearly three inches stingier in rear legroom with a bit less in shoulder squish space. It's as if
the XG were channeling the old Cressida's soul. Hyundai's 3. Built around an iron block and
aluminum heads, the Sigma has large But the lack of a variable-valve-timing scheme leaves the
Sigma-at hp-lagging behind the VQ35's output: horsepower in the Altima, in the Z. The
Hyundai's pound-feet of torque is also modest, but the engine does run on regular-grade fuel.
Making efficient use of the Sigma's power is a five-speed automatic transaxle. As a
comprehensively equipped road glider, the XG is thoroughly competent. The structure is tight,
the control-arm-front and multilink-rear suspension is compliant, there's little wind or tire noise,
and the drivetrain is adequately powerful and unobtrusive. Push it, and the XG's limitations are
apparent. At this price, it's almost impossible to beat the XG in sheer quantity of equipment or
for placid manners. But such cars as the similarly priced hp Honda Accord LX V-6 offer a more
dynamically rewarding driving experience and more contemporary design elements, even
though the seats are covered in cloth and have to be adjusted manually. Hyundai's sales have
rocketed as the company has improved the quality and variety of its vehicles. It's aiming to sell ,
vehicles here in ' Hyundai shares the Korean Peninsula with a madman, but cars such as the XG
show it can thrive under the threat. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. Add vehicles to compare.
You can compare up to 3 vehicles at a time. Available Inventory. Vehicle Filters. Search
Inventory Submit. Clear All. New Used Certified 5. Install Payment. Payment Term. Price range.
Min Max. Fuel Type. Flexible Fuel 1 Gas History Report. Yes One Owner. Automatic Continuous
6 Manual 1. With Video. Body Color. VIN or Stock. In-stock Home Used. Certified Hyundai
Elantra Limited. See Important Disclosures Here. Quick View 42 photos. Quick View 41 photos.
Certified Hyundai Sonata Sport. Quick View 43 photos. Certified Hyundai Kona Limited. Quick
View 33 photos. Certified Hyundai Sonata Limited. Quick View 38 photos. Used Chevrolet
Silverado Custom. Quick View 40 photos. Used Ford Explorer ST. Quick View 29 photos. Used
Mazda CX-5 Touring. Quick View 32 photos. Quick View 34 photos. Quick View 30 photos. Quick
View 39 photos. Used Hyundai Santa Fe Limited. Quick View 31 photos. Used Nissan Murano
SL. Used Volkswagen Jetta 1. Used Honda Accord Sedan Touring 1. Previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 Next.
Prices do not include additional fees and costs of closing, including government fees and taxes,
any finance charges, any dealer documentation fees, any emissions testing fees or other fees.
All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Contact dealer for
most current information. No matter what type of vehicle you are looking for, you are sure to
find something at Freeman Hyundai in Irving. We offer a large inventory of new Hyundai models
in the Grapevine, TX area. If you're in the market for a used vehicle, we have many for you to
pick from. Our Irving Hyundai dealership offers the best quality selection, prices, and customer
experience around. Visit our dealership serving Arlington and North Richland Hills today for a
test drive. It takes a long time to make a name for yourself, as Lexus will tell you. The car which
kicked it all off, the LS , was quieter, more aerodynamic, lighter and faster than its
contemporaries and won car-of-the-year awards the world over. Hyundai had its LS moment in
with the local launch of the Genesis sedan called the Hyundai Genesis in Australia. Also a
daring and audacious move into uncharted territory for a brand which used to be mocked for

poor quality cars and low drive-away prices. Hyundai is no longer a running joke and keeps
other carmakers up at night with its ongoing sales success story. Apparently the Hyundai
badge is a delete option, but why would you when it gives the car an underdog status? This
comparison will be a good indication of how much progress Hyundai has made against an
established player like Lexus. Its slightly dated 9. Standouts include a square analogue clock as
well as liberal swathings of imitation woodgrain, aluminium and piped-leather seats. The left
rear passenger can move the front passenger seat forward from the centre panel in the back,
and commandier the audio system. The amount of space on offer from all seats, particularly the
rear, is absolutely delightful. Despite a wheelbase that is only 1mm longer than a Holden
Caprice, the Genesis feels a lot roomier. Both vehicles feature adjustable head-up display, with
the Lexus adding a range of display options including a sports theme. It should be mentioned
that the GS Sports Luxury does come with comfort-oriented seats and a similar control panel
for the rear passengers. Both vehicles here are speaker auditoriums with the Hyundai utilising a
Lexicon system, with Lexus going for its famed Mark Levinson marque. Tested with a variety of
different music genres, the Genesis impressed, with outstanding clarity, crisp definition and
powerful bass across all amplitudes. It is a top-quality high-end system, no doubt. The Lexus
system is the best this tester has ever experienced, though. Amplitude separation and the
attenuation of unwanted sounds is in another realm. The sub-woofers and tweeters just have a
way of hitting the depths of your ear with pulses of euphoria. This may have something to do
with the audio engineers being consulted early in the vehicle development process. Hyundai
uses a touch-screen to access multi-media, while the Lexus uses an infuriating Remote Touch
mouse that is overly sensitive and distracting to use, although you can adjust the sensitivity
and feedback. Despite those ergonomic foibles, the eargasmic Mark Levinson sound system
grants victory to the Lexus in this category. One annoyance common to each is how the volume
blasts you from the previous headbanging session, rather than defaulting to a lower setting.
This can literally be painful at times. One advantage Lexus has always had is maintenance costs
compared with European rivals, which have a notorious reputation for expensive parts. This is a
revelation for a machine of this calibre. This is offset, though, by the sheer thirst of the thing.
Quoted at The Lexus, meanwhile, claims 9. Both offer responsive brakes and many active safety
features such as lane-departure warning, forward-collision alert and blind-spot monitoring. The
Genesis has a forward mounted camera and surround view to make it easier to avoid objects
while parking, while both have a reverse camera and sensors throughout. With both cars
scoring exceptionally high here, this round is a tie. At kg to kg, the Lexus is some kg lighter
than the Hyundai. Both are powered by naturally aspirated V6 engines. Both are exceptionally
smooth, responsive and pleasing to the ear. The Hyundai emits a nice tone but is subdued all
the way to the redline. Both have eight-speed automatics with paddle shifters. A throaty,
full-bodied roar fills the cabin as revs climb, to a fruity, zingy staccato shrill at rpm. It is
eminently more engaging and begs you to downshift with its rev-matching paddles. The
Genesis is effortless and painstakingly isolated from the real world. It is a serene long distance
tourer, with beautifully weighted steering, excellent brake response and good grip levels most
of the time. When the road becomes tight and technical however, the Genesis alter-ego, Boaty
McBoatface, emerges, with the car leaning and heaving on its outside tyres. As we found out
during some spirited driving around Mount Panorama in Bathurst. The Lexus, on the other
hand, feels every bit the kg lighter. The steering is faithful and feelsome, and the body is very
rigid, meaning you can generate passenger-frightening levels of lateral g through the bends.
Agility in the technical stuff is also noticeably superior in the Lexus, partly thanks to its active
rear steering system. We clocked 6. The gap widens the further you go too, with the quarter mile
coming up in It is competent enough in every other department to beat the Korean threat,
especially if you select the right variant grade for what you need. With its outstanding comfort
and accommodation, the Genesis is a thoroughly accomplished and polished performer that
has a convincingly upmarket character. It is a car anybody would be proud to own. We just wish
the panoramic roof was available as a stand-alone option, not to mention the kW V8 version
found overseas. Mitchell is a contributing journalist at PerformanceDrive. He has been a
passionate petrol-head from a very young age. He is excited by the future of the industry, and
considers hims
wiring diagram emergency lighting
youtube kia sorento
north star pressure washer parts diagram
elf as a bit of a fanatic when it comes to the technical aspects of cars. He is also fascinated by
new cars that are popping up in developing markets. If you decide to apply for a credit product
listed on PerformanceDrive. Rates and product information should be confirmed with the

relevant credit provider. For more information, read PerformanceDrive. The information
provided constitutes information which is general in nature and has not taken into account any
of your personal objectives, financial situation, or needs. Mitchell Jones Nov 23, Mitchell Jones.
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brand in the world June 16, September 15, Youtube , Subscriber. Facebook 20, Fans. Instagram
1, Followers. Twitter Followers. Buy a new car. Latest Reviews. Who said AWD is best for wet
weather. Now with kW. Lots of fun to be had here Just, wow. Really didn't want to give the keys
bac. Load Moreâ€¦ Follow us on Instagram. Stay In Touch Contact Us.

